Abstract. Electrophoresis study of charge inversion by molecular dynamics simulation is first reviewed. The cases of spherical and infinite-rod macroions with isolated (spherical) counterions are presented. Then, the charge inversion of a rotating rod macroion of the finite length is examined in the presence of polyelectrolyte counterions. Discrete surface charges (and/or non-smooth surface) are necessary for charge inversion of the rotating rod, which tends to be oriented along the applied electric field due to induced dipole moment.
INTRODUCTION
Charge inversion is the phenomenon principally in electrolyte solvent where each macroion attracts large number of counterions so that the net charge of the aggregates becomes reversed in sign [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . The charge inversion phenomenon takes place when both of (i) strong electrostatic interactions and (ii) asymmetry in radii and/or valences between counterions and coions, are satisfied [9, 10] . Such conditions are satisfied in high-salt water solutions at room temperature. The phenomenon is not only an interesting physiochemical process in strongly correlated systems, but also has biological applications to the gene therapy as the means of delivering DNAs to living cells [13, 14, 15, 16] .
In this article, we first review our electrophoresis study of charge inversion by molecular dynamics simulations [17, 18] . Then, we describe new charge inversion results for a rotating rod of finite length in the presence of polymer (polyelectrolyte) counterions.
Simulation method and parameters are summarized below. The simulation system contains one macroion, many counterions, coions and neutral particles, the last of which represent the solvent. The units of length, charge and mass are, a, e, and m, respectively. Our choice of the temperature corresponds to a 1 4Å in water and m 40 a.m.u. A macroion with radius R 0 5a and negative charge Q 0 is surrounded by the N · number of counterions of a positive charge Z · e and the N coions of a negative charge Z e. The surface charge density of the macroion is between σ sp 0 048e a 2 (0.39 C/m 2 ) and 0 26e a 2 (2.1 C/m 2 ). A rod-shaped macroion is also used whose surface charge density is equal to that of DNA, σ rod 0 02e a 2 (0.17 C/m 2 ).
The system is maintained in overall charge neutrality, inside the simulation domain, excluding the locations already occupied by ions. These particles are placed in a cubic box of size L 32a, with periodic boundary conditions in all three directions. The Newton equations of motion are solved for each particle with the Coulombic and Lennard-Jones potential forces under a uniform applied electric field E (E 0),
The potential Φ i is the sum of the Coulombic potential
and the repulsive Lennard-Jones potential which takes care of the volume exclusion effect among particles,
for r i j r i r j 2 1 6 A, and otherwise φ LJ ε LJ to exclude the attraction part. Here r i is the position vector of the i-th particle, and A is the sum of the radii of two interacting particles.
To account for the periodic boundary conditions for the inverse-square (Coulombic) forces, the Ewald sum needs to be taken [19] . Numerically, this is accomplished by the particle-particle-particle-mesh (PPPM) method [20, 21] . To treat the rigid-body rotation of the rod macroion in the final section, the Euler equation with the polar coordinates is solved through the quaternion method [22] .
We relate ε LJ with the temperature by ε LJ k B T , and choose k B T e 2 5εa (we assume spatially homogeneous dielectric constant ε). The Bjerrum length is thus λ B e 2 εk B T 5a, which is 7Å in water.
The applied electric field brings in no momentum into the simulation system as it is neutral. However, it does work on the charged particles and heats the solvent through collisions. Thus, it is necessary to drain this Joule heat, and a heat bath is adopted; the macroion is located at the center of the bath at every moment. Although the heat bath generally suppresses long-range interactions, it has no side effects for the present simulation of neutral electrolyte solvent, because the velocity gradients around the macroion are electrostatically screened at short distances [23, 24, 17] .
CHARGE INVERSION STUDY BY ELECTROPHORESIS
Charge inversion is the phenomenon that occurs principally without an applied electric field E. Even if the electric field is applied, charge inversion is not affected if the field is weak E Q 0 εR 2 0 10 6 V/cm. Traditionally, the charge inversion phenomenon has been quantified by two independent criteria, (i) the integrated charge obtained from the radial distribution functions of ions [3, 8, 9, 10, 11] , and (ii) the electrophoretic mobility of the macroion [17, 18] . It was found that two criteria agree well except around the threshold for charge inversion [18] . Figure 1 is a bird's-eye view of (a) all the ions and (b) ions in the vicinity of the macroion. Counterions are shown in light gray and coions in dark gray (nearly 4000 solvent neutral particles are not shown) [17] . The macroion has charge Q 0 30e and radius R 0 3a, and counterions are trivalent. The macroion is predominantly covered by the counterions, and coions condense to the topside of the surface counterions because of repulsion from the macroion. Similarly to the case without the electric field [10] , the radially integrated charge has a sharp positive peak at a distance about a from the macroion surface. This peak is due to the positive counterions being adsorbed right on the macroion surface. The peak integrated charge for this case is Q peak 1 6 Q 0 . Figure 2 shows the drift speed V dri f t of the macroion at steady state as a function of the applied electric field E [17] . When the onset conditions are satisfied, the drift speed becomes a linearly increasing function of the (weak) electric field. This means constant electrophoretic mobility µ V dri f t E, and hence, constant net inverted charge Q £ νµ, over a wide range of the parameter space (ν the solvent friction). For a very strong electric field comparable to that produced by the bare macroion charge E Q εR 2 , counterions and coions can no longer stably attach to the macroion. The mobility decreases with the electric field, and flips back to non-reversed [17] .
There is a threshold of surface charge density of the macroion σ for charge inversion to take place [17, 18] . Typically, it is σ 0 05e a 2 (0.4C/m 2 ) for a spherical macroion. The corresponding correlation energy of surface counterions is
where the Wigner-Seitz cell radius R WS Źe πσµ 1 2 is half the spacing between the surface counterions. The reversed mobility increases either with ionic strength and/or valence of counterions for small ionic strength and/or valence. The asymmetry of radii and/or valences between counterions and coions causes or enhances charge inversion. Figure 3 shows the dependence of the reversed mobility against the ratio of coion to counterion radii a a · . (The normalization is µ 0 v 0 ´ Q 0 εR 2 0 µ 21´µm secµ ´V cmµ with v 0 the thermal speed of neutral particles.) With the ratio of the radii, the mobility increases linearly up to a a · 1 5. This is because coions with larger size geometrically compete with each other to condense on the surface counterions, which is consistent with Monte Carlo simulations of charge inversion of the finite-size coions [25] and the condensation of the Z : 1 ions with the size asymmetry [26] .
Large asymmetry of valences also causes charge inversion. In Fig.4 , (reversed) mobility is plotted against the interaction energy of counterions and coions Z Z · e 2 2εγa. Here, counterions are either divalent, trivalent or tetravalent, and coion valence ranges from unity to five; the asymmetry becomes larger on the left-hand side of the figure [18] . Interestingly, mobilities for different valences, Z · and Z , collapse to a master curve whose index is the interaction energy. Here, the γ factor stands for screening by coion condensation onto the surface counterions, which is a general feature of charge inversion, as seen in Fig.1 .
At small ionic strength, the monovalent salt enhances reversed mobility of a strongly charged macroion, as shown with filled squares in Fig.5 [18] . Monovalent salt ions fill the vacancies on the macroion not occupied by multivalent counterions due to repulsion among them. The electrostatic energy of the whole system is thereby globally minimized. It is quite remarkable that, even FIGURE 1. Bird's-eye view of (a) all the ions in the simulation domain and (b) the screening ion atmosphere within 3a from the macroion surface. A macroion with charge Q 0 30e and radius R 0 3a is a large sphere located in the middle; trivalent counterions and monovalent coions are shown by light and dark gray spheres, respectively. The arrow to the right shows the direction of the electric field (x-axis), with E 0 3ε ea. for the case where excess counterions are not present, Q 0 ·eZ · N · 0, charge inversion is invoked by the addition of monovalent salt when the macroion is strongly charged (open squares). Coexistence of multivalent and monovalent counterions should be energetically more favorable to achieve charge inversion. On the other hand, either at large ionic strength or for a weakly charged macroion (filled square), monovalent salt simply screens and suppresses charge inversion.
An infinite rod macroion shows similar but somewhat different dependences on the monovalent salt. Two different settings are compared: (i) a cylindrical macroion with polyelectrolyte counterions and (ii) a spherical macroion with isolated counterions, for the same surface charge densities. (The rod moves in the´x zµ space with its axis oriented perpendicularly to the applied electric field, which should give rise to maximum mobility compared to a rotating rod.) At zero salt, they both have the same mobility, while for finite ionic strength the former is more persistent to added monovalent salt than the latter [18] . Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the mobility of an elongated macroion can be reversed or enhanced by mechanical twining of polyelectrolyte counterions around the rod axis [27] . These findings support the advantage of using polyelectrolyte counterions such as spermidine and spermine in charge inversion of biological matters including DNA.
ROTATING ROD OF FINITE LENGTH
The charge inversion of an infinite rod macroion was studied by molecular dynamics simulations [28, 18] . The effect of finite length was examined for a static (perpendicular) rod previously [18] . It was shown that the rod length does not affect the mobility if R 3 (R: the rod radius). In the below, a macroion is a finite-length rod ( 16a, R 4a) that can rotate as a rigid body. The macroion charge Q rod 14e is provided by localized discrete unit charges aligned on the double helices, which are shown with white spheres in Fig.6 . The average surface charge density is chosen equal to that of the DNA σ DNA 0 023e a 2 (0.19 C/m 2 ), and the initial rod axis is placed perpendicularly to the electric field (Θ 90 AE ).
The number of coions is nearly fixed N 31, which determines that of counterions by charge neutrality. Coion radius is larger than that of counterions, a 1 5a · . The applied electric field is weak compared to the self electric field produced by the rod macroion, E rod Q 2πR , so that the electrophoresis occurs well in the linear regime of Fig.1 .
When the counterions are made of polyelectrolyte, where each chain consists of three trivalent monomers 3e 3e 3e, the peak integrated charge far exceeds bare macroion charge in the top panel of Fig.8(a) , Q peak Q 0 2 5, implying strong adsorption of polyelectrolyte counterions to the macroion, and therefore charge inversion. This is verified in the radial distribution functions (RDF) of Fig.7(a) , which depicts the charge densities of counterions (open bars) and coions (shaded bars), and that of the integrated charge (inset panel). Also in the dynamical criterion, the mobility of the macroion is reversed on time average, as seen for the drift speed in the bottom panel of Fig.8(a) .
The angle Θ between the rod axis and the electric field in the middle panel of Fig.8(a) shows that the rod axis tends to be oriented parallel to the electric field, similarly with the case of a very strong electric field [29] . This arises from minimization of the electrostatic energy for the macroion with the induced dipole moment due to adsorbed counterions and coions. Namely, more positive (negative) ions tend to stay at the positive (negative)-x side of the rod which rotates the rod if it is not aligned parallel to the applied electric field. The dipole moment along the rod axis is measured. For the instantaneous value, large fluctuations preclude the detection of the dipole moment. However, the time integration clearly shows the buildup of the constant and negative dipole moment pointing along the rod axis, whose time history is closely analogous to that of the rod angle in the middle panel of Fig.8(a) .
We note in passing that, for the rotating rod, the surface charge of the macroion needs to be localized and discrete to pin down the counterions. Otherwise for the uniform surface charge and the smooth cylinder, the counterions and coions slip on the macroion surface and easily desorbed from the tips of the rod. This strongly suggests the importance of the actual non-smooth surface of the macroion such as the DNA, which is characterized by side groups branches and specific ion traps. FIGURE 6. The bird's-eye view of the rotating rod macroion of the finite axis-length corresponding to the runs in Fig.8(a) (left) and Fig.8(b) (right) . Discrete macroion surface charges (unit charge e) are shown with white spheres, counterions with dark gray spheres and coions with large spheres. The applied electric field points rightward along the box edge. Indeed, the inclusion of the attractive Lennard-Jones potential ε LJ k B T in the molecular dynamics simulation makes the mobility reversed for the rod macroion with DNA's surface charge density [27] .
On the other hand, for the polyelectrolyte counterions consisting of all unit charges e e e with other conditions fixed, the mobility is not reversed. The adsorption of counterions to the very surface of the macroion is not significant either, as seen in Fig.6(b) , which is just around the charge neutralization level Q peak Q 0 1 (see Fig.8(b) ). In this case, the rod does not rotate but stays around the initial angle. Although the RDF of the integrated charge in Fig.7 (b) (inset panel) is peaked above neutrality, it is associated with an overshoot to below unity after the primary peak. The macroion with this type of the RDF in charge inversion usually shows non-reversed mobility, including the case of spherical macroions [18] .
